Action recognition is one of the most active research fields in computer vision. In this paper, we propose a novel method for classifying human actions in a series of image sequences containing certain actions. Human action in image sequences can be recognized by a time-varying contour of human body. We first extract shape context of each contour to form the feature space. Then the dominant sets approach is used for feature clustering and classification to obtain the labeled sequences. Finally, we use a smoothing algorithm upon the labeled sequences to recognize human actions. The proposed dominant sets-based approach has been tested in comparison to three classical methods: K-means, mean shift, and FuzzyCmean. Experimental results demonstrate that the dominant sets-based approach achieves the best recognition performance. Moreover, our method is robust to non-rigid deformations, significant scale changes, high action irregularities, and low quality video.
INTRODUCTION
Action recognition has been received more and more attentions due to its crucial values in video surveillance and monitoring, human-computer interactions, video indexing and browsing, etc. Despite the increasing amount of work done in this field in recent years, action recognition remains a challenging task for the following reasons: (i) it is difficult to find a general descriptor for human action, because its non-rigid and high degree of freedom essences. (ii) the length of action period is variational, which poses the problem of action segmentation. (iii) nuisance factors, such as self-occlusion, low quality video and irregularity of camera parameters also bring extra difficulties.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach which does not need action segmentation as traditional methods. In our approach, action recognition is to extract Shape Context [1, 2, 3] from human contours frame by frame first, and then cluster action features to build a database by Dominant Sets [4, 5] , which is a novel approach based on graph theory, finally classify the test action. Thus, we can achieve a high recognition rate without having to consider the length of action period. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are discussed in Section 2. section 3 will deal with the major problem. Action feature and action recognition are respectively presented in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Experimental results are shown in Section 4, and Section 5 is de-voted to conclusion.
RELATED WORK
Roughly speaking, previous work on action recognition can be classified into two categories. One is based on extracting 2D features to describe human action, e.g. contour, color, lines etc. Gorelick et al. [6] suggested using Poisson equation to represent each contour. Liu and Ahuja [7] proposed an alternative way to use of Fourier descriptors. Kale et al. [8] utilized a vector of width to reach the same objective. All researches in the field of 2D features have demonstrated that human contours contain rich information about the shape of human body, leading to some elegant work that human action can be readily recognized based on information extracted from a contour sequences of human actions.
The second category of approaches use 3D features to estimate the human gesture. Irani and his colleagues [9, 10] analyzed actions through treating an video sequence as a spacetime intensity volume. Human actions were also represented by a 3D spatio-temporal surface, as in [11, 12, 13] .
Most approaches for action recognition mentioned above require solving the problem of varying length of action periods, which is usually not a trivial task. When comparing test sequences with sample sequences, the recognition would be severely affected if they are not well aligned. Comparing to the previous work, our method avoids this problem to reach a higher recognition rate.
RECOGNITION METHOD
We are interested in human action recognition through a series of image sequences containing certain actions.
is denoted as the input sequence, where each s t denote an image at time t. The recognition problem is usually formed as a classification problem. Specifically, our purpose is to find a classifier f : f (S) = c that classifies a given sequence as action c ∈ C = {1, · · ·, n c }, where C is a set of actions that we are interested.
Our algorithm consists of two stages which are training phase and testing phase. Training Phase: 1: Preprocess video sequences to obtain contours of moving region in every frame. 2: Extract shape context from each contour to build a feature sequence. 3: Cluster features sequence to get image classes, which form a sample database. 4: The priori probability of each image class is estimated from the frequency of action classes. Testing Phase: 1: Preprocess test video sequences to obtain contours of moving region in every frame. 2: Extract Shape Context from each contour to get a feature sequence. 3: Classify features in the sequence to get an image class sequence, and then a probability sequence. Here, coarse action recognition is completed. 4: Fine recognition is completed by using a smooth algorithm to reduce noise.
Action Feature
The contour of movement is obtained during the preprocessing procedure. This objective could be reached by many approaches, e.g. background subtraction, border following and optical flow.
The human contour is described by a feature vector extracted by a shape descriptor. Shape context of a point is a matrix sc l , which describes points distributed around, as shown in Fig.1 . Then the contour is represented by a dis-
,containing L points sampled from the external contours, and the image sequence is represented by ims 
Clustering
In the training section, shape context features are clustered by Dominant sets in each image, because of its high purity results. Dominant set, proposed by Pavan and Pelillo [4] , is a novel graph-theoretic approach for clustering and segmentation. It is proved that finding a "dominant set" is equivalent to solve a quadratic program:
where
and A is the symmetric affinity matrix. If there exists u * , a strict local solution of the program(1), C u * is equivalent to a dominant set of the graph, where C u = {i : u i > 0}. Replicator equation can be used to solve program(1):
The dominant sets clustering algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2, illustrating the kth iteration in clustering. A dominant set is split out from the current graph in each iteration, until that the rest of graph can not generate any dominant set. The number of clusters K is therefore automatically determined.
Classification
Dominant sets can also be used to do classification. In [4] , Pavan and Pelillo made an out-of-sample extension for dominant sets clustering. We adopt the idea to classify a new sample p new . Given a new sample p new and of a trained data-base 
Recognition
In this paper, recognition is realized by a process of classification. Dozens of classes of per-frame images are obtained by the method in Sec. 3.2. Since an image class is rarely comprised of images belonging to the same action class, it is reasonable that the probability transformation T i can be estimated by the frequencies of each action class appearing in an image class.
Using dominant sets, we classify each image in the test sequence to get an image class sequence. Then the transformation is applied to the image class sequence: action class sequence = T (image class sequence). Action class sequence is not an n × 1 vector, but an n × n matrix. Each frame in test video sequence corresponds to a 1 × n vector in action class sequence. The coarse action recognition is done by max action class sequence on each frame.
For a better recognition, we prefer the smoothing algorithm to the max process, because the former can reduce noise. In the smooth algorithm, sum up probabilities of action class sequences in a time section t by equation (4), and then take the max(LAP ) as the default class in this time section.
Verify images one by one, until that the default class could not fit the broken image. Then repeat the process around broken image. Through the smooth algorithm, we can label the local sequence by the most frequent action class. The smooth algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
EXPERIMENTS

Simulated Videos
In the first experiment, our algorithm is applied to recognize human action on the CMU database . 45 video sequences in 5 action classes with an image size of 320 × 240 and a frame rate of 15 frames/sec are selected as samples. 30 video sequences are used for training and the rest 15 for testing. Besides the proposed approach, three classical clustering techniques are tested for comparison: K-means, mean-shift, and Fuzzy-Cmean. In these experiments, we classified the test data by looking for the nearest cluster centers in Euclidean distance. Table 1 shows the recognition rates with and without the smooth algorithm. For most of the actions, the Dominant Sets-based approach outperforms the other three techniques, except for "wiping", for which the K means-based method and the mean shift-based method achieve the similar result with Dominant sets, and "boxing", for which FCM demonstrates higher recognition rate. It is obvious that the three classical techniques cannot distinguish the five actions in the experiment, which means that they can not work well in Euclidean space to distinguish human action. By contrast, the dominant sets-based approach demonstrates its efficiency in the entire experiment. It can classify most images correctly, and the score can be higher after smoothing. Now the reasons why the experimental results happen are investigated. As we mentioned in Section 3.1, the contour is represented by a discrete set SC = {sc l } L l=1 , so the SC can be considered as a curve. Hence, to match SC is equal to match curve. The unsatisfying results of the three techniques may be due to the poor performance of Euclidean distance on matching curve. In contrast, Dominant set has quite a good overall performance because this clustering method simultaneously emphasizes on internal homogeneity and external inhomogeneity [4] . However, we observe that all the four approaches almost do not work in the 'jumping' action. It can be explained by the fact that we have not yet taken into consideration the displacement of contour in the sequence. On this condition, "jumping" is misclassified into the "standing" category, which is the common area of "boxing" and "wiping". Besides, in our experiment, smoothing plays a catalyzing role: when ordinary recognition rate is over a certain threshold, smoothing algorithm can optimize the recognition rate by reducing noise; inversely, when ordinary recognition rate is quite low, smooth algorithm may worsen the performance.
Real videos
To demonstrate that my approach can also work on real videos, we also conducted experiments on Irani's database [9] . It has 81 low-resolution video sequences showing nine different people, each performing nine natural actions such as "running", "walking", "jumping", "jumping forward on two legs", "jumping in place on two legs", "galloping sideways", "waving two hands", "waving one hand", "bending". In the database, 5 people's actions are used for training and 4 people's actions are testing data. The video sequences have 180 × 144 pixel resolution and 25 frames per second. Experimental results show that the action recognition rate attains 88.89%, with only one person's actions not totally recognized. The misclassification is mainly due to the deformity of contours issued from simple technique of background subtraction. Although our recognition rate was not extremely high, the advantage of our method resides in the fact that we can avoid considering the length of action period. In addition, Irani's experimental data is single action, while our method deals with action sequence containing multi-actions. Thus, Dominant Sets based approach is demonstrated to be able to work in real videos composed of multi-actions.
Robustness
In this experiment, we also demonstrate that Dominant Setsbased approach is robust to non-rigid deformities, partial occlusions and other defects in video sequences. In Irani's database [9] , there are ten videos of walking in different backgrounds, which are difficult to subtract. Our method only failed in 1 video out of 10. As we have not taken into account the displacement of contour in the sequence, the person swinging hands with great dimension is misclassified into "jacking" category.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel method for action recognition, and it has been proved to be very effective by experimental results. Dominant sets have such a good performance in clustering and classification, even in noisy data, that it can be used in both simulated videos and real videos.
Our approach has several advantages. First, it is robust to the variation of action duration, because our approach focuses on per-frame image. Second, it has the potential to be applied in videos comprising various kinds of actions. Finally,this approach can also be used without great change on general 3D shapes.
At the present, our approach does not consider the displacement of contour in the sequence. So we can not distinguish directed actions. In other words, we can only recognize "waving hands", but we can not discern "waving up" and "waving down" yet. Therefore, in future, we will try to introduce displacement features into our approach, in order to The CMU datebase was obtained from mocap.cs.cmu.edu. The database was created with funding from NSF EIA-0196217.
